
SysTools Launches AD Migrator: The Ultimate
Solution for Seamless Active Directory
Migration

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, October 16, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- SysTools, a

leading provider of data management

and migration solutions, is thrilled to

announce the release of SysTools AD

Migrator, an innovative and powerful

tool designed to simplify and

streamline the process of Active

Directory migration. With an array of

powerful features, AD Migrator offers a

comprehensive solution that rivals the

best in the market, ensuring minimal downtime, coexistence, password retention, user profile

migration, and automated domain joining.

Active Directory migration is a crucial IT operation, and organizations require a reliable tool that

We understand the

challenges of migrating

critical directory services,

and our product has been

developed to address these

challenges head-on,

ensuring a seamless

transition with minimal

downtime”
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can facilitate this process with efficiency and minimal

disruption. SysTools AD Migrator is poised to become the

new standard in this field, with the following key features:

1.  Migrate AD Objects with Ease: SysTools AD Migrator

simplifies the migration of Active Directory objects,

including users, groups, computers, and organizational

units. You can confidently migrate your entire AD structure,

preserving your data's integrity.

2.  Zero Downtime Migration: Say goodbye to service

interruptions. AD Migrator allows you to perform

migrations without causing downtime, ensuring your

business operations remain uninterrupted throughout the

process.

3.  Seamless Coexistence: Ensure a smooth transition to your new Active Directory environment

with coexistence support. This feature enables you to run old and new AD structures
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simultaneously during migration, minimizing disruption to your users.

4.  Password Retention: Maintaining existing user passwords is critical for a seamless transition.

AD Migrator retains user passwords during the migration, reducing the need for users to reset

them.

5.  User Profile Migration: The tool facilitates the migration of user profiles, ensuring a consistent

and personalized experience for your users on the new domain.

6.  Automated Domain Joining: AD Migrator simplifies the process of joining machines to the new

domain automatically, reducing the manual effort required for device migration.

SysTools AD Migrator stands as a reliable and cost-effective alternative to market leaders in the

Active Directory migration space. The tool's intuitive interface and robust feature set make it an

ideal choice for IT administrators and organizations looking to simplify the migration process

while preserving data and user experiences. SysTools AD Migrator is now available to assist

organizations in migrating their Active Directory environments with confidence and ease.

"Our goal with SysTools AD Migrator is to provide System Integrators, Managed IT Services

Providers, Microsoft Partners or Microsoft Partners ecosystem(such as IAMCP) and  IT

professionals with a comprehensive solution that simplifies the complex task of Active Directory

migration," said Debasish Pramanik, Director at SysTools. "We understand the challenges of

migrating critical directory services, and our product has been developed to address these

challenges head-on, ensuring a seamless transition with minimal downtime"

Sarah Patterson

SysTools

connect@systoolsgroup.com
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